Product information, installer notes and FAQs – April -2017
C.H.A.O.S Plate
Plate mount that houses two straight blade knives. Knives eject via simple push of a button.
Simple installation, attaches through existing license plate mounting holes (see installer notes)
• Billet aluminum construction CNC machined with stainless fasteners
• Black anodized finish
• Lightweight 21 oz.
• Blade is made of hardened 416 Stainless
• Fitment: Multiple brand motorcycles with license plates in horizontal position.
*Will NOT fit curved, recessed or vertical license plate mounts
Note:
Customer is responsible for fitment and knife removal clearance on their individual motorcycle.
Customer also responsible for strength and structural integrity of existing license plate mount. It must
be able to accommodate and additional 21 oz. of weight.
Questions on fitment please contact your sales representative
C.H.A.O.S. Disclaimer: You must be 18 years of age to purchase this product. When you purchase this
product from Crossroads Performance you represent that you are of legal adult age and the product can
be purchased and owned in your state, county, and/or city of residence. By offering this product for sale,
Crossroads does not represent or warranty that any specific purchaser may legally purchase, own, or
possess the product ordered. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LAWS.
Installer notes: ALL C.H.A.O.S Plates are tested at the factory for proper operation prior to shipping.
The C.H.A.O.S plate is precision machined and very flat, however occasionally the license mount on the
motorcycle is not. This could possibly distort the plate upon installation and cause the knives to bind
within the plate. If the knives do not eject easily you may have to shim the plate to eliminate the
distortion. This can be achieved easily by adding a washer(s) on mounting hardware between the plate
and the existing license plate mount.
Frequently asked questions:
Do the C.H.A.O.S plates come in chrome?
No, the plates are made of a 6061-T6 billet aluminum which is very strong and lightweight but doesn’t
not hold chrome plating well.
Are they legal where I am from?
State and local laws vary considerably on definition of concealed weapons. We have done our best to
design around the general laws governing knives as weapons. That is why the blade length is less than 3”
and is not provided in a sharpened condition. It is the responsibility of the customer to familiarize and
comply with their own state and local laws prior to purchase. (See disclaimer)
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Mayhem Mirrors
Slim elegant designed mirror stems that house two straight blade knives
• Positive locking mechanism to prevent accidental loss by vibration.
• Mirror stems have two mirror head mounting positions for more adjustability
• Simply installation, attaches through existing mirror mounting holes
• Made in the USA
• Billet aluminum construction CNC machined with stainless fasteners
• Black anodized finish
• Lightweight 5.2 oz. (without mirror head)
• Blade is made of hardened 416 Stainless
• Universal 5/16” fastener fitment for HD motorcycle (and other custom fitment)
• 3” round mirror heads available in black or chrome.
Note: Customer responsible for fitment and clearance on their individual motorcycle.
Mayhem Mirror Disclaimer: You must be 18 years of age to purchase this product. When you purchase
this product from Crossroads Performance you represent that you are of legal adult age and the product
can be purchased and owned in your state, county, and/or city of residence. By offering this product for
sale, Crossroads does not represent or warranty that any specific purchaser may legally purchase, own,
or possess the product ordered. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LAWS.
Note to Mayhem installer:
Mirrors stems have TWO head mounting positions, each with a positive lock provision.
1) If you mount the mirror head in the outside hole position: Mirror head stud should protrude
just enough to create a positive lock into the back of knife handle but allows the knife to be
removed. This is achieved by shimming the mirror head with washers (provided). The stainless
set screw is stored in the second (inside hole) Note: Make sure set screw is below flush and does
not inhibit the removal of the knife.
2) If you mount the mirror head to the inside position: Mirror head stud should below flush. This is
achieved by washers (provided). The stainless set screw is installed in the outside hole with just
enough protrusion to create a positive lock into the back of knife handle. (Loctite into place)
Questions on fitment or installation please contact your sales representative
Frequently asked questions:
Do the mirror stems come in chrome?
No, the mirror stems are made of a 6061-T6 billet aluminum which is very strong and lightweight but
doesn’t not hold chrome plating well. A plating friendly material would add considerable bulk the
design to equal the strength.
Do the mirrors come with different mirror heads?
The mirrors are only offered with the mirror heads provided in either a black or chrome finish. The
mirror stems accept any mirror head with the very common M6 stud mount. This allows the customer to
source the style of mirrors that suits their individual taste. The magic is in the stems, the customer is
essentially getting the included mirror heads for free.
Are they legal where I come from?
State and local laws vary considerably on definition of concealed weapons. We have done our best to
design around the general laws governing knives as weapons. That is why the blade length is less than 3”
and is not provided in a sharpened condition. It is the responsibility of the customer to familiarize and
comply with their own state and local laws prior to purchase. (See disclaimer)

